Precise calorimetric reconstruction of 5-50 MeV electrons in liquid argon time projection chambers (LArTPCs) will enable the study of astrophysical neutrinos in DUNE and could enhance the physics reach of oscillation analyses. Liquid argon scintillation light has the potential to improve energy reconstruction for low-energy electrons over charge-based measurements alone. Here we demonstrate light-augmented calorimetry for low-energy electrons in a single-phase LArTPC using a sample of Michel electrons from decays of stopping cosmic muons in the LArIAT experiment at Fermilab. Michel electron energy spectra are reconstructed using both a traditional charge-based approach as well as a more holistic approach that incorporates both charge and light. A maximum-likelihood fitter, using LArIAT's well-tuned simulation, is developed for combining these quantities to achieve optimal energy resolution. A sample of isolated electrons is simulated to better determine the energy resolution expected for astrophysical electron-neutrino charged-current interaction final states. In LArIAT, which has very low wire noise and an average light yield of 18 pe/MeV, an energy resolution of σ/E 9.3%/ √ E ⊕ 1.3% is achieved. Samples are then generated with varying wire noise levels and light yields to gauge the impact of light-augmented calorimetry in larger LArTPCs. At a chargereadout signal-to-noise of S/N 30, for example, the energy resolution for electrons below 40 MeV is improved by ≈ 10%, ≈ 20%, and ≈ 40% over charge-only calorimetry for average light yields of
Precise calorimetric reconstruction of 5-50 MeV electrons in liquid argon time projection chambers (LArTPCs) will enable the study of astrophysical neutrinos in DUNE and could enhance the physics reach of oscillation analyses. Liquid argon scintillation light has the potential to improve energy reconstruction for low-energy electrons over charge-based measurements alone. Here we demonstrate light-augmented calorimetry for low-energy electrons in a single-phase LArTPC using a sample of Michel electrons from decays of stopping cosmic muons in the LArIAT experiment at Fermilab. Michel electron energy spectra are reconstructed using both a traditional charge-based approach as well as a more holistic approach that incorporates both charge and light. A maximum-likelihood fitter, using LArIAT's well-tuned simulation, is developed for combining these quantities to achieve optimal energy resolution. A sample of isolated electrons is simulated to better determine the energy resolution expected for astrophysical electron-neutrino charged-current interaction final states. In LArIAT, which has very low wire noise and an average light yield of 18 pe/MeV, an energy resolution of σ/E 9.3%/ √ E ⊕ 1.3% is achieved. Samples are then generated with varying wire noise levels and light yields to gauge the impact of light-augmented calorimetry in larger LArTPCs. At a chargereadout signal-to-noise of S/N 30, for example, the energy resolution for electrons below 40 MeV is improved by ≈ 10%, ≈ 20%, and ≈ 40% over charge-only calorimetry for average light yields of 10 pe/MeV, 20 pe/MeV, and 100 pe/MeV, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Open questions in neutrino physics are inspiring a new generation of experiments which utilize liquid argon time projection chamber (LArTPC) technology [1] [2] [3] . The largest of these efforts is the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE), which will employ four 10-kiloton LArTPCs at a depth of nearly 1.5 km. By detecting neutrinos produced 1300 km away at Fermilab, DUNE aims to determine the neutrino mass ordering, measure the CP-violating phase, and carry out precision tests of the three-flavor oscillation framework. DUNE's large underground active volume also enables new searches for nucleon decay, solar neutrino studies, and the observation of an electron neutrinos (ν e ) from a galactic supernova.
The ν e signal from the neutronization burst of a corecollapse supernova, as well as ν e produced by the sun, can be used to probe a rich variety of topics related to neutrinos, stellar astrophysics, and theories beyond the Standard Model [4, 5] . Liquid argon is particularly sensitive to the ν e -induced charged-current (CC) interaction, ν e + Ar → e − + K * , which produces an outgoing electron with energy ranging from from zero to several tens of MeV. Excellent calorimetric resolution for lowenergy electrons in LAr is therefore needed to maximize the physics potential for studies of astrophysical neutrinos in LArTPCs. For supernova ν e in particular, it is estimated that a resolution of σ/E 15 %/ E[MeV] is required in the DUNE detector [5] . Low-energy capabilities also enhance DUNE's oscillation physics program through more efficient tagging of 4.1 MeV muons from pion decay-at-rest and Michel electrons from muon decay-at-rest. Better identification of final state particles from neutrino interactions facilitates a more accurate determination of the neutrino's energy and interaction type [5] .
The two observables generated from energy loss by charged particles in LAr are charge (Q) and light (L). As illustrated in Fig. 1 , energy ∆E deposited by a particle first goes into producing N ex excitons (Ar * ) and N i electron-ion pairs (e − , Ar + ) with a known excitation ratio α = N ex /N i = 0.21 [6] [7] [8] . Short-lived excimers (Ar * 2 ) are formed through collisions of excitons with bulk Ar. These excimers undergo dissociative decay to their ground state by emitting a vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) photon with a singlet-state ( 1 Σ + u ) lifetime of τ s = 6 ± 2 ns [9] and a longer triplet-state ( 3 Σ + u ) lifetime of τ t = 1300 ± 60 ns [10] . However, these photonproducing Ar * 2 are also formed by free electrons recombining with surrounding molecular argon ions. In heavilyionizing nuclear recoils, several quenching effects [11] [12] [13] [14] are believed to cause non-radiative destruction of some fraction of Ar * 2 , resulting in some energy being lost to atomic motion (heat). For MeV-scale electrons, which are minimally-ionizing, we may neglect these effects and assume all deposited energy goes into observable charge and light. With that assumption, Q and L may be ex- pressed as:
where R is the electron recombination survival probability, commonly referred to as the recombination factor. Charge and light are therefore anticorrelated for particles like electrons, with their sum directly proportional to the total energy deposited,
where W ph = 19.5±1.0 eV [15, 16] is the average amount of energy deposited by a charged particle manifesting in the production of an ion or exciton. When reconstructing deposited (or "visible") energy in a LArTPC using Q, only the electrons that escape electron-ion recombination (N e = N i R) and successfully drift to the wire planes can be used, so corrections must be applied to account for the charge lost to recombination. The dependence of R on the external electric field E , as well as the local ionization charge density dQ/dx, has been described phenomenologically [17, 18] and modeled using fits to data from the ICARUS and ArgoNeuT experiments [19, 20] . For track-like topologies that can be spatially reconstructed, these recombination models are used to calculate the linear energy deposition density, dE/dx, along the track. However, for electromagnetic (EM) showers, the dE/dx (and thus R) cannot easily be determined at all deposition sites. Therefore, to calculate energy deposited by EM showers, the simplest method is to assume an average R and uniformly scale up the total charge:
Due to the stochastic nature of bremsstrahlung radiation, energy is deposited over a wider and more variable range of dE/dx in EM showers compared to energy deposited by simple, minimally-ionizing particle tracks. Assuming a uniform R is therefore not realistic. However, by combining Eqs. (1) and (2) , the deposited energy can be more holistically determined by exploiting the complementarity of Q and L, foregoing the need to correct for recombination:
The prospect of combining charge and light for calorimetric neutrino reconstruction in LArTPCs was explored previously through simulations by Sorel [21] , though that work focused on neutrino interactions at the GeV scale. In this paper, we demonstrate light-augmented calorimetric measurements relevant to astrophysical ν e interactions using data from the LArIAT experiment [22, 23] . We then utilize the LArIAT detector simulation, which has been carefully tuned and cross-checked with data, to study a variety of realistic performance scenarios for large LArTPC neutrino detectors.
II. THE LARIAT EXPERIMENT
LArIAT (Liquid Argon In A Testbeam) is a LArTPC that ran in a charged particle beamline at Fermilab's Test Beam Facility [24] from 2015 to 2017. Its cryostat and TPC, shown in Fig. 2 , were inherited from ArgoNeuT [25] . The TPC's 170-liter active volume is 40 cm tall (ŷ) and 90 cm long in the beam direction (ẑ) with a width of 47.5 cm along the electron drift axis (x). New wire planes and readout electronics were installed on the TPC. The wire planes are comprised of one non-readoutinstrumented 225-wire shield plane, as well as 240-wire induction and collection readout planes, each with an inplane wire separation of 4 mm. Wires on the induction and collection planes are oriented at ±60
• relative to the beam direction. At the nominal electric field strength of E = 484 V/cm, the total electron drift time is approximately 320 µs. Wire signals are digitized with a sampling period of 128 ns.
LArIAT's photon detection system is unique among existing LArTPCs. To match the spectral sensitivity of most photodetectors, light collection in LAr typically relies on the use of wavelength-shifting tetraphenyl butadiene (TPB) to down-convert the VUV scintillation photons (λ = 128 nm [10] ) into the visible regime (λ ≈ 430 nm). To accomplish this in LArIAT, the four walls of the TPC field cage are lined with highly reflective dielectric foils that have been evaporatively coated with a layer of TPB. Compared to more traditional methods where TPB is coated on or suspended in front of the windows of the photodetectors, LArIAT's use of reflector foils increases the average light yield by a factor of ≈ 2 and improves LY spatial uniformity within the active volume.
The wavelength-shifted light is then detected primarily by two cryogenic photomultiplier tubes (PMTs): a FIG. 2. The LArIAT TPC sitting inside the inner cryostat (top), and a view of the TPB-coated foils mounted to the field cage walls from behind the anode wire planes (bottom).
3-inch-diameter Hamamatsu (HMM) R-11065 and a 2-inch-diameter Electron Tubes Limited (ETL) D757-KFL. These PMT models were previously tested at cryogenic temperature for WArP [26] . Each PMT is suspended behind the wire planes with about 5 cm of clearance using a plastic support structure, shown in Fig. 3 , attached to the side access flange of the cryostat. Prior to LArIAT's Run II, a translucent film of a TPB/polystyrene solution was added to the window of the ETL PMT, allowing some of the VUV scintillation light to down-convert directly at the face of the PMT. Optical signals for each triggered event are digitized with a sampling period of 1 ns for a duration of 28 µs using a CAEN V1751 digitizer modified to have a dynamic range of 200 mV [27] .
In LArIAT, decay electrons from at-rest muons, known as Michel electrons, serve as a proxy for ν e -CC final states. Michel electrons have a well-measured energy spectrum in the range of 0-53 MeV [28] , closely approx-
LArIAT's photodetector system for collecting light inside the TPC (left), and a schematic which illustrates a VUV scintillation photon propagating from an energy deposition site, undergoing Rayleigh scattering, and subsequently being wavelengthshifted and reflected by TPB-coated foils (right).
FIG. 4.
A stopping muon candidate from data, with its decay electron, acquired by the Michel electron trigger. Vertical columns of pixels represents the raw signal collected on each wire over the drift time. Samples less than 20 ADC in absolute value are uncolored.
imating the expected energy range of solar or supernova ν e . To acquire a sample of Michel electrons in LArIAT, a hardware-level trigger [23] was set up to prompt readout of events in which both PMTs observe a delayed doublepulse topology, with a delayed coincidence window set to accept a maximum pulse separation of 7 µs. This trigger was used during a dedicated period of cosmic readout following each beam spill in order to select events containing cosmic muons that stop and decay within the active volume of the TPC. A Michel electron candidate event from LArIAT is shown in Fig. 4 .
The following sections cover the reconstruction and analysis of a sample of Michel electrons collected over a 10-day period during LArIAT's Run IIB when the lightbased trigger was stable and functioning optimally.
III. MICHEL ELECTRON RECONSTRUCTION
Here we review the process of identifying and reconstructing Michel electrons in our sample. Data processing is performed in LArSoft [29] , a software framework containing algorithms and modules tailored for common LArTPC reconstruction tasks.
A. Charge clustering and shower reconstruction
Wire signals from both planes are first de-convolved with the known charge response function of the LAr preamplifiers, and the resulting unipolar pulses corresponding to charge depositions are identified as hits and fit to Gaussians. Using LArSoft's general-purpose clustering and tracking algorithms [30, 31] , line-like groups of wire hits are formed into 3D tracks. Events with a track extending from the TPC boundaries to a point within a fiducial volume are tagged as stopping cosmic muon candidates.
Distinctive characteristics of the muon-plus-electron event topology help identify the boundary between charge from the muon and the decay electron. For instance, a muon deposits an increasing amount of energy per unit length as it loses energy, resulting in a visible Bragg peak just prior to its stopping point. In addition, the outgoing decay electron will emanate in a random direction, often creating a visible "kink" in the spatial pattern of charge. A cluster profiling procedure adapted from MicroBooNE [32] , with modifications to account for LArIAT's smaller size, is used to search for these two defining features.
First, wire hits are mapped into a 2D space of wire coordinate (W ), defined as the wire number multiplied by the wire separation distance, and drift distance coordinate (X) calculated as X = t × v d where t is the hit's drift time and v d the electron drift velocity. A proximitybased clustering is performed within this 2D W-X space on each wire plane, starting from the hit corresponding to the entrance point of the candidate muon track. This cluster will naturally include hits from both the muon and the decay electron in proper sequential order. A charge density profile is constructed using the local truncated mean charge in a neighborhood surrounding each hit along the cluster trajectory. A profile of local linearity or spatial covariance along the cluster is also constructed to quantify deviations from a perfectly linear trajectory. The local linearity at hit i, χ 2 i , is calculated as
where b is the number of hits defining the local neighborhood window, N = 2b + 1 is the total number of hits in the neighborhood, and σ x and σ w are the standard deviations of the X and W coordinates. The kink of the decay electron emanating from the end of the muon track should produce a sudden deviation in linearity. An example of these charge and linearity profiles for an event are displayed in Fig. 5 .
The proximity of the stopping muon's Bragg peak and the kink formed by the decay electron is used to identify the muon-electron boundary:
1. First, the maximum in the truncated mean charge along the cluster is located. Then the hit with the highest individual raw charge within a local neighborhood of this point is identified as the boundary candidate.
2. If the local linearity at the candidate boundary hit is less than some threshold, then this boundary hit divides the cluster into a muon segment and an electron segment.
A vector is fit to hits in regions of high local linearity at the end of the muon segment of the cluster to determine the terminal direction of the muon, d µ . A vector corresponding to the outgoing electron, d e , is then drawn from the muon endpoint to the charge-weighted mean (in W-X space) of the electron-tagged hits. The 2D decay angle (θ 2D ) is defined as the angle between d µ and d e . All hits included in the electron-tagged portion of the cluster, in addition to all other previously-unclustered hits falling within a 2D "cone" with opening angle δθ = 30
• directed along d e , are grouped into the Michel electron shower. In Fig. 5 , hits belonging to the electron shower are outlined in orange. In principle, this will include both the direct ionization from the electron as well as any displaced charge deposited by bremsstrahlung photons emitted by the electron.
The 2D clustering and shower reconstruction procedures are repeated on both the collection and induction wire planes. Attempts are then made to form 3D "space points" within the shower by combining information from both wire planes. If a shower is successfully reconstructed on both planes, inter-plane hits separated in time by less than some threshold, defined by their respective hit widths, are paired up starting with those that are most closely-matched in time. For each pair of matched wire hits, a Y and Z coordinate is calculated from the intersection of the two wires. Together with the drift coordinate X, a full 3D space point is thus formed.
B. Optical reconstruction
We now turn to the reconstruction of optical signals for events in LArIAT's Michel electron sample. The prompt singlet-state Ar * 2 component of a typical optical pulse in LArIAT is characterized by a rise time of ∼10 ns and a width of ∼50 ns at half-max, with pulse amplitudes in the range of ∼50-500 ADC counts. Each prompt pulse is followed by an exponential tail of late light from tripletstate Ar * 2 decays (τ t = 1.3 µs) and delayed TPB fluorescence [33] . To prevent a systematic mis-measurement of pulse areas due to a negative undershoot observed in the HMM PMT signal, a simple correction is crafted by exploiting an observed linear relationship between the integral around the peak of each pulse and the amplitude of the undershoot that follows it. Inverted average waveforms from the HMM PMT were compiled for nine ranges of pulse amplitudes and each waveform was fitted from 9 µs to 18 µs to the function f (t) = −Ae −t/τr . The nine fitted baseline recovery lifetimes, τ r , were averaged to determine τ ave r = 11.5 µs. The fits were repeated with the recovery lifetime fixed to τ r = τ ave r and the normalization parameter A was recorded for each. A direct linear relationship was found between this overshoot normalization and the 50-ns integral of the pulse peak. To apply the undershoot correction during reconstruction, for each pulse found on the waveform, a baseline correction of
is subtracted from all samples with t > t i , where t i is the reconstructed start time of the rising edge of pulse i and A i is determined from the pulse's peak integral. This correction procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6 .
To remove slow oscillations in the PMT signal, a modified running baseline is constructed using a gradientbased technique that masks out regions where activity is detected. This process is illustrated in Fig. 7 . First, a signal gradient g(t) is computed at each sample in the signal s(t) using a 5th-order central numerical differential,
The RMS of the gradient, σ g , is calculated over a 1-µs baseline region on the waveform preceding any optical activity. Samples with s(t) > 5 ADC or g(t) > 3σ g are marked as the start of regions containing activity, and the following 50 samples are designated as "active." A standard running baseline is computed over the inactive or "quiet" regions using a truncated mean taken from quiet regions that lie within 50 clock ticks of the current sample. A linear interpolation extends this running baseline across tagged active regions, connecting the first sample of each quiet region to the last sample of the preceding quiet region. This running baseline is then subtracted from the waveform.
Following waveform cleanup, g(t) is thresholded to identify optical hits. If there are exactly two optical hits found, the muon decay time ∆T is measured as the difference between the time of the first (muon candidate) and second (Michel electron candidate) pulses as illustrated in Fig. 8 . An integral of the first 100 ns of the electron candidate pulse determines the prompt light, which is labeled S 100 , while an integral over 7 µs determines the total light, S total . The integration start point precedes the pulse's identified hit time by 5 ns in both cases.
Late light from the muon will naturally overlap with the Michel candidate integration window. This contamination is exaggerated by the time structure of TPB fluourescence [33] . Attempts are made to correct for this by fitting the muon light in the range 0.4 µs to 1.8 µs to a function approximating the distribution of late light,
where A is treated as a free parameter and τ t is set to the quenched triplet excimer lifetime inferred from fits to average muon waveforms for different data-taking periods (see Sec. IV A). The second term in S late is meant to ac- count for the component of TPB fluorescence with the longest lifetime, τ * = 3.55 µs, which comprises 8% of the re-emitted visible light [33] . The normalization factor B is fixed to values based on fits of Eq. 8 to average waveforms from independent samples of cosmic muons that cross the TPC. The fitted function S late is extrapolated through the integration regions of the Michel pulse to get an estimation of the muon late-light contamination, which is subtracted from the S 100 and S total integrals accordingly.
To validate the data sample, the measured distribution of muon decay times is fitted to extract the negative muon lifetime and estimate the sample purity. Based on a flat background term, the sample is estimated to have a purity of > 95%. The relative normalization of fit components representing the positive and negative muon populations is also used to estimate the cosmic muon charge ratio. These calculations are detailed in Appendix A.
IV. SIMULATION
An accurate simulation of the LArIAT detector is critical for assessing our energy resolution. The Geant4 [34] framework is used to generate and propagate a sample of cosmic muons through the LArIAT geometry following a cos 2 θ angular distribution relative to the zenith. The momenta of generated muons is limited to a range of p = 50-300 MeV/c in order to maximize the number of muons that stop and decay in the detector. The simulation of charge deposition, recombination, drift, and detector response is then handled by LArSoft [29] .
Due to LArIAT's limited size, many bremsstrahlung photons emitted by the Michel electron escape the LAr active volume before pair-producing or Compton scattering, or the electron itself will sometimes leave the TPC. Because these effects limit the detectable energy as shown in Fig. 9 , the characteristic energy cut-off in the Michel spectrum is not resolvable without detailed containment corrections, which are not attempted in this analysis.
A. Charge and light production
Each energy deposition simulated in Geant4 is first apportioned to Ar * 2 excimers (N ex ) and electron-ion pairs (N i ) according to the excitation ratio in LAr, α = N ex /N i = 0.21 [6, 8] . The number of ionization electrons surviving recombination (N e ) is determined from the dE/dx of the particle step using one of two parametrized models: the Modified Box Model [20] for dE/dx 1.7 MeV/cm, and the Birks Model [19] for smaller dE/dx where the Modified Box model starts to fail as illustrated in Fig. 10 . Electrons are then drifted to the wireplanes with an impurity attenuation lifetime, τ e , set to match average values measured from independent samples of cosmic muons in data that cross the long diagonal of the TPC [23] .
The final number of photon-producing Ar * 2 generated in the ionization (N γ ) is determined from Eq. 1 such that the anti-correlation expected between N γ and N e is preserved after recombination. Excimers are then divided into fast (singlet) and slow (triplet) populations using ratios from literature. A singlet-to-triplet ratio of I s /I t = 0.51 is applied for muon and electron-induced ionization while I s /I t = 0.3 is used for ionization induced by bremsstrahlung photons that pair-produce or Compton scatter [35, 36] .
Non-radiative destruction or quenching of Ar * 2 ex- [19] and ArgoNeuT [20] experiments are used. An arbitrarily-normalized distribution of dE/dx for Geant4 particle steps is overlaid.
cimers can occur through collisions with residual impurities like O 2 and N 2 . Quenching competes with radiative decay, reducing the effective scintillation lifetime to
, where τ q is the quenching timescale and i denotes either the triplet or singlet excimer state. This quenching naturally reduces the yield of photonproducing excimers by a factor τ i /τ i for both the singlet and triplet populations [37, 38] . The effective quenched triplet lifetime τ t , provided as an input parameter to the simulation, is based on average values observed in data.
Since LAr scintillation time structure is convolved with the four components of TPB fluorescence, with lifetimes ranging from ≈ 1 ns to as high as 3.55 µs [33] , a conversion is needed between the measured late-light lifetime from waveforms to the "true" τ t . To accomplish this, a Monte Carlo (MC) study was performed in which photon arrival-time distributions were generated, incorporating LAr physics and TPB reemission effects (as described in the following subsection), with different levels of quenching applied. A linear relationship between τ t and the measured lifetime, τ meas , was determined by fitting averaged waveforms to an exponential in the range of 0.4-2 µs:
This τ t is used to calculate τ q , thus enabling the calculation of the effective singlet decay time, τ s = (1/τ q + 1/τ s ) −1 , and the overall yield reduction factors necessary for proper simulation of N γ quenching.
For typical measured late-light lifetimes in the data, τ meas ≈ 1200 ns (τ t ≈ 1120 ns), we expect negligible quenching of the fast-decaying singlet population (τ s /τ s ≈ 1) and a 14% reduction in the slower-decaying triplet population (τ t /τ t ≈ 0.86).
B. Photon propagation
Detailed Geant-level simulation of photon propagation is computationally taxing given the hundreds of thousands of photons that need to be tracked in every event. Instead, a photon propagation MC simulation is used to generate 3D maps quantifying the photon detection probability and photon travel time for scintillation produced at all points throughout the active volume. When simulating physics events, the number of detected photons and the distribution of their arrival times for each energy deposition can be quickly determined by drawing from these maps.
To create the photon visibility and timing maps, the active volume is sub-divided into a number of 3D voxels of size ∼ 2 × 2 × 2 cm 3 . Within each voxel, 300,000 VUV photons are emitted isotropically. Photons are assigned energy E γ = 9.69 ± 0.25 eV, corresponding to a peak wavelength λ = 128 nm, with a full width at half-max of 8 nm [10] . The propagation velocity and Rayleigh scattering length are determined using parameterized functions of energy. The functional form for velocity was found from a linear fit in the local neighborhood of E γ to values of the energy-dependent photon group velocity, v g = c/[n(E) + dn/d(ln E)], where n is the energydependent index of refraction for LAr. The parameterization of the energy-dependent Rayleigh scattering length is a polynomial fit to recently reported values [39] , with an average of 62 cm.
Reflection and reemission from TPB are assumed to be Lambertian with a 100% VUV-to-visible conversion fraction and 95% visible reflection efficiency [40] . Reflections from the copper cathode are described according to the GLISUR model [34] using a reflectivity of 0% for VUV light and 17% for visible [41] . Visible photons are assigned a uniform velocity of 24 cm/ns and a Rayleigh scattering length of 320 m, corresponding to a wavelength of 400 nm [39] . The probability of transmission through each of the three wire planes is parameterized, using simple geometrical arguments, as a function of the angle of the incoming photon projected onto the plane normal to the wires. No reflectivity is simulated at the glass windows of the PMTs, so any photon which reaches a PMT is counted.
The fraction, per voxel, of the total simulated photons that reach each PMT as visible light is scaled by the PMT's photodetection efficiency [26] , and saved into the visibility map as f vis . Metrics describing the time distribution of both visible and VUV photons -the minimum, average, and standard deviation of arrival times -are also saved to form timing maps. Two-dimensional projections of f vis , for both PMTs combined, are shown in Fig. 11 . Based on this simulation, the total fractional visibility to scintillation averaged throughout the active volume is f vis ≈ 9 × 10 −4 . When simulating energy deposition by particles in the TPC, the f vis corresponding to the voxel in which the deposition occurs is used to calculate the number of detected photoelectrons. Stochastic fluctuations are simulated as well. The mean and standard deviation of the photon propagation times corresponding to the voxel are retrieved from the map and used to generate an arrival time. Therefore, each individual photon's final arrival time depends on the particle's time of creation, the quenched LAr scintillation lifetime τ s or τ t , the retrieved propagation time, and the characteristic reemission time structure of TPB fluorescence.
C. Optical smearing and trigger efficiency
The PMT electronics response is not included in our simulation. To reproduce detector resolution, integrated photoelectron counts from MC are smeared to mimic fluctuations from the single photoelectron (SPE) resolution, σ pe /pe ∼ 0.3, as well as from the average waveform RMS noise measured in data for each PMT.
Additional modifications to the reconstructed light in MC, derived from tuning to Michel electron scintillation spectra in data, are described below:
• Additional smearing factor σ : This constant fractional smearing is applied only to S total (following muon late light corrections) and accounts for effects like intermittent noise oscillations which cannot be easily modeled. The trigger efficiency function ftrig (red) overlaid with its respective S100 distribution for both PMTs. In each case the function is scaled arbitrarily and is drawn only for illustrative purposes. The unfilled distribution represents S100 for all MC events, prior to the trigger cut. • Scale factor F scale : Considering the approximations used in the photon propagation simulation, combined with the ±2.5% uncertainty in the reported PMT collection efficiencies [26] , we apply a scale correction of a few percent to the simulated light distributions to match distributions in data.
• Trigger efficiency parameters P and K: The Michel trigger creates a bias toward more luminous, higher-energy electrons. To replicate this in MC, a trigger efficiency function f trig is used to determine the event acceptance probability based on the prompt light S 100 ,
Parameter P sets the approximate cut-off point while K controls the sharpness of this boundary. A visual overlay of the trigger efficiency functions with each (arbitrarily normalized) prompt light distribution from the MC is shown in Fig. 12 .
The four parameters (σ , F scale , P , and K) are determined by fitting to the integrated light distributions in each PMT from Michel candidate events in data after applying a decay time cut of ∆T > 1.8 µs and requiring the event to have a reconstructed 2D shower. The minimization package MINUIT in ROOT [42] is first used to find the three-fold combination of P , K, and F scale that optimizes the match between S 100 distributions in data and MC. With the values of P , K, and F scale then fixed, a value of σ is chosen to optimize the match for S total distributions. The optimized parameters are summarized in Table I , and the resulting distributions after optimization are overlaid with data in Fig. 13 . It should be noted that the ETL PMT requires a much larger additional smearing (σ ) to match data compared to that of the HMM PMT. This is likely due to the lower light yield in the ETL PMT, as well as the higher level of sporadic electronic noise affecting the ETL PMT's waveforms.
V. CALORIMETRY RESULTS
Presented here is the calorimetric reconstruction of Michel electrons. First, the event selection cuts are outlined. Procedures for determining energy from both charge and light are then described, including corrections needed on both quantities to compensate for attenuation during propagation and drift. Reconstructed energy spectra are presented. Studies are performed using MC to gauge the differences in the Michel electron energy resolution using the different reconstruction methods.
Finally, a sample of electrons is simulated to determine LArIAT's energy resolution for isolated electron showers, which more closely approximate the event topology expected from low-energy ν e -CC interactions.
A. Event selection
Selection cuts are made to ensure only wellreconstructed events contribute to the final physics samples. First, events containing a single identified stopping muon-candidate track are selected. Following this, a series of selection cuts are made based on optical reconstruction and on the results of 2D and 3D shower reconstruction. These selection cuts are outlined below, with specific cut values and event reduction statistics presented in Table II .
Michel optical criteria: This set of cuts selects goodquality events that are consistent with the expected Michel optical topology. First a cut is made excluding events with high RMS noise on the PMTs. Exactly two hits are required on both PMTs with decay times that match to within 15 ns. Cuts on the full-width-half-max of optical pulses are made to exclude accidental noise hits. A cut on minimum and maximum allowable ∆T is made to exclude events that are not consistent with the coincidence gate width and gate delay used in the trigger.
2D shower criteria: The muon and electron clusters on the collection plane are required to have a minimum number of wire hits (N µ ≥ 8 hits, N el ≥ 4 hits). Events with a muon track of average linearity less than 0.7 are excluded. There must be at least five hits of high linearity available to fit the muon's terminal direction. The reconstructed 2D decay angle must fall within 15
• , to exclude events where the last few hits of the muon cluster are likely to be misidentified as belonging to the electron. 3D shower criteria: Michel electron showers must be reconstructed in both planes. Since we do not intend to extract calorimetric measurements from the induction plane, we do not impose the same level of quality cuts on the induction plane shower as we do on the collection plane. At least three 3D space points must be reconstructed, with at least 15% of hits from the smaller cluster matched in time. The charge-weighted 3D centroid of the shower must be located within a fiducial volume defined by a 4 cm margin at the edges of the TPC.
Decay time criteria: A final decay-time cut of ∆T > 1.8 µs is imposed in order to ensure sufficient separation between the muon and electron pulses such that, after the muon's late light is fit and subtracted from the electron pulse, the effect of residual contamination is negligible.
B. Energy reconstruction methods
Energies of Michel electrons are reconstructed using the three methods outlined below:
• E Q : "charge-only" (Q-only) method. This is the traditional approach, used in large neutrino detector LArTPCs, which relies only on the reconstructed charge, Q:
The average recombination factor, R = N e /N i = 0.69, is chosen using the Modified Box model assuming an average Michel electron stopping power of 2.3 MeV/cm (an assumption also made by MicroBooNE [32] ).
• E QL : "charge-plus-light" (Q+L) method. In this approach, the sum of the collected charge and light together is used to determine the energy deposited.
To incorporate L, we first require that showers were constructed successfully on both planes. The charge-weighted average visibility of the 3D space points, f vis , is calculated. The total scintillation light, L, is then calculated from S total . To correct for quenching, the late component of the scintillation light is scaled upward. We then calculate the charge-plus-light energy as
• E likelihood QL
: maximum-likelihood method. Here we employ a likelihood-based hypothesis testing framework, tailored specifically for the Michel electron sample in LArIAT, which returns the most probable deposited energy that would lead to a particular measured combination of Q and L. This method requires knowledge of the detector's response, averaged over all spatial positions, as a function of the deposited energy. We achieve this through the construction of parameterized probability distribution functions (PDFs), f Q and f L , which approximate the probability of measuring any Q or L given some amount of energy deposited by an electron shower within the TPC. The advantage of the likelihood method is that it naturally incorporates the performance of the detector in its estimation of energy, given that noise levels and light detection efficiencies are reflected in the MC samples which are used to generate the PDFs. Details on the maximumlikelihood technique and the construction of PDFs can be found in Appendix B.
C. Reconstructing Q and L
The Q for a topology containing N reconstructed wire hits is simply the summation of all individual charge deposits (q i ), each corrected for its drift attenuation,
where q ADC i is the integrated charge of each individual hit in ADC counts, and C cal e − is the ADC-to-electron calibration constant. This calibration constant is a property of the readout electronics and is measured by fitting the dE/dx as a function of residual range along wellreconstructed stopping muon tracks in our sample [22] . Likewise, L is calculated by summing the light from both PMTs after making necessary corrections to account for quenching and losses during propagation:
The term S ADC total is the total integrated charge of the candidate pulse on PMT j in ADC units. The calibration constant C cal pe is the inverse of the PMT's single photoelectron (SPE) response. The visibility and quenching corrections in Eq. 14 are analogous to the electron attenuation lifetime corrections applied to get Q in Eq. 13, in that the collected light is scaled up to account for the losses from propagation and impurity quenching.
The average photon visibility f vis is calculated as the charge-weighted average of the visibilities at reconstructed 3D space points. For PMT j,
, where f j ( p i ) is the fraction of scintillation photons that would reach PMT j if emanating from a space point at position p i , according to the 3D visibility map.
Since the quenching of prompt light from singlet excimer decays is negligible (see Sec. IV A), the correction factor C quench is constructed such that only the late component of the total light is scaled up. We define prompt light simply as the light arriving prior to some time T pr (nominally 100 ns for this analysis). The quenching correction factor is thus redefined as a function of the prompt fraction, f pr = S 100 /S total , as well as the triplet excimer lifetime τ t and the effective quenched late lifetime τ t found from fits to data,
The term C late quench is derived mathematically as the ratio of the expected total integral of triplet light following T pr to the integral of light after quenching:
The resulting distributions of both Q and L for our sample are presented in Fig. 14. 
D. Michel electron energy spectrum in LArIAT
Here we present reconstructed energy spectra for Michel electrons in LArIAT using charge and light. Figure 15 shows the charge-based energy from ionization generated directly by the decay electron itself, referred to as E ion Q , using Eq. 11. This energy is reconstructed using only hits included in the original electron cluster, excluding displaced photon-induced energy depositions.
The reconstructed energy spectra of the full electron shower using Eqs. 11 and 12, including both the direct electron ionization as well as any photon-induced hits that were clustered into the shower on the collection plane, are presented in Figs. 16(a) (E Q ) and 16(b) (E QL ). Only events that satisfy the 3D-shower selection criteria and have ∆T > 1.8 µs are included. A tail extending to lower energies in E Q is mitigated by the addition of light in E QL . This underscores the power of E QL -information that would be lost using only charge, either due to higher-than-assumed recombination, incomplete clustering, or hit thresholding, is recovered to some extent through the inclusion of optical data. . The likelihood method performs similarly to E QL , though its match to the true deposited energy is better.
E. Monte Carlo energy resolution
With the simulations validated by data, MC can now be used to compare the energy reconstruction performance of the three calorimetric techniques for low-energy electrons in LArIAT. We begin by studying Michel electrons and quantifying the resolution on measuring the total energy they deposit in the LArIAT volume.
The Michel electron reconstruction, however, is vulnerable to inaccurate muon-electron boundary determination, muon-electron charge overlap, incomplete shower clustering, and optical contamination from the late light of the muon. Considering these complications, the sample serves as a poor representation of the low-energy electron showers that would be induced by supernova or solar neutrinos in a deep underground LArTPC. To better study this simpler topology, we also reconstruct a simulated sample of lone electrons positioned randomly in the LArIAT active volume.
Resolution is a metric for quantifying precision -but in the analysis that follows, its exact definition is slightly fluid. When characterizing resolution, a histogram of the energy variance, δE, is filled on an event-by-event basis:
In an idealized detector, δE forms a perfect Gaussian and we take the resolution to be its fitted width or standard deviation (RMS). However, when the variance takes on a non-Gaussian shape, as will be seen for the Michel elec- tron sample, the resolution becomes ill-defined and the definition must be modified to fit the situation.
Resolution of Michel electrons in LArIAT
Multiple energy variance histograms are constructed from the MC sample for Michel electron events with different true deposited energy, E The distribution is clearly non-Gaussian, consisting of a central "peak" region of relatively well-reconstructed events which sits on top of a more diffuse distribution from events where some fraction of charge is missed or added by the reconstruction. In characterizing the resolution, we take into account both the width of the peak as well as the RMS of the entire distribution. To fit the peak in each energy variance histogram, a fit region is defined which extends from the peak bin to points on either side where the distribution drops to 1/3 of the maximum height.
In Fig. 18 , the peak width and distribution RMS are plotted against the deposited energy for each of the three different calorimetric methods. A drastic improvement is seen in the RMS when using E QL and E likelihood QL compared to the traditional charge-based E Q , thanks to information being recovered by optical data in events where a significant portion of the deposited charge is not reconstructed. The resolution of the peak is comparable for the Q+L and likelihood techniques, and both slightly outperform the Q-only technique.
Resolution of isolated electrons in LArIAT
For the simulated isolated electron sample, we require each event be fully contained in that neither the elec- tron nor any of its daughters in the EM shower escape the TPC. This better mimics the case of a large neutrino detector and allows us to use the initial energy of the electron (E true e ) as our target energy, instead of the visible deposited energy as we did for the Michel electrons. For isolated showers at fixed energy, both Q and L distributions are well-described by simple Gaussian functions, and the procedure outlined in Appendix B for constructing parameterized PDFs of Q and L is repeated.
The energy resolution for all three calorimetry methods are now compared using this sample of lone electron showers. To account for any deviations from Gaussian shapes in these distributions, we incorporate both the width of a fitted Gaussian (σ fit ) as well as the distribution's RMS (σ RMS ) in our definition of energy resolution. We assign a relative weight (w) to σ RMS based on the overall goodness-of-fit:
where w = χ 2 ν . With this definition, the resolution from variance distributions that stray from a Gaussian shape (χ 2 ν > 1) will tend to more heavily weight the RMS rather than the Gaussian fit. For well-behaved distributions (χ 2 ν ≈ 1), the fit and RMS will be weighted equally and the assigned resolution will be approximately the average of the two. The resulting energy resolution curves for isolated electrons in LArIAT using the three calorimetric methods are plotted in Fig. 19 . Each set of points is fit to the function,
where the first term (A) is meant to model any noise dependence while the second term accounts for reconstruction-specific effects related to hit fitting and thresholding that limit the achievable resolution [19] . Since the resolution in the reconstructed charge now exceeds that of light due to the simpler charge topology of the isolated electrons, E Q outperforms E QL . However, as expected, the best resolution is still achieved through the maximum-likelihood combination of Q and L. For low-energy electrons from 5-50 MeV, we find that LArIAT achieves an energy resolution characterized as:
Charge-only: σ = 9.6%
Charge and light: σ = 9.3%
VI. CALORIMETRIC POTENTIAL OF FUTURE LARTPCS
Here we expand the MC resolution studies for isolated low-energy electron showers to determine the relative impact of light-augmented calorimetry for larger LArTPCs with different wire signal-to-noise levels (S/N) and light yields.
In Run II of LArIAT, S/N ≈ 50 was observed on the raw collection plane wire signals, measured using the most probable pulse height from minimally-ionizing beam particle tracks. LArIAT's light collection system achieved LY = 18 pe/MeV for this same run period [23] . In comparison, DUNE's baseline design requires S/N > 10 due to its longer wires, with expected LY ≈ 5 pe/MeV [3] . Due to its use of TPB-coated reflector foils, the Short-Baseline Near Detector (SBND) [2] at Fermilab is expected to achieve LY > 50 pe/MeV for all drift distances [45] . However, our electron MC sample more closely approximates the quieter conditions expected in an underground detector which, free from cosmic ray pileup, is more capable of studying low-energy astrophysical ν e .
Several isolated electron samples in LArIAT are simulated with the amplitude of the raw wire signal noise on the collection plane tuned to achieve S/N ranging from 50 (LArIAT conditions) to as low as 7. The simulated LY ranges over representative values from 2 pe/MeV to 100 pe/MeV. We neglect the LArIAT-specific optical smearing and instead apply a smearing that replicates the expected resolution for a system capable of a single photoelectron resolution of σ pe /pe = 0.1, as has been achieved in many silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) devices.
We first examine the charge-based energy resolution of the primary electron ionization, E ion Q . For each event, a proximity-based clustering procedure is repeated, starting from the wire hit most closely aligned in drift coordinates (X) with the true vertex of the simulated shower. Hits included within this cluster are categorized as electron-induced ionization. The deposited electron ionization energy is treated as the true energy in the resolution. We also limit the fit to the peak region of each energy variance histogram to minimize contributions from poorly-reconstructed events-i.e., where the clustering stops short of the electron endpoint, or photon deposits are accidentally clustered together with those of the electron.
In Fig. 20 the E ion Q resolution curves for the different S/N are plotted. The resolution behaves as expected with respect to wire noise, with the first term in the fit (which scales as ∼1/ √ E) increasing considerably with noise. The flat contribution term also increases slightly due to the increased hit-finding threshold required at higher noise levels. LArIAT, at S/N ≈ 50, achieves a resolution on E ion Q of 5.3%/ √ E ⊕ 1.4%, which worsens to 15.3%/ √ E ⊕ 1.7% when using the MC sample with wire noise adjusted to S/N ≈ 10. These results are consistent with those found in a study by the ICARUS Collaboration of electrons from muon decays, which obtained a resolution for E ion Q of 11%/ √ E ⊕ 2% at S/N ≈ 14 using isolated electrons [43, 44] .
Next, we examine the resolution for measuring the total electron energy by reconstructing the full EM shower. Charge and light probability distributions for the likelihood fitter are again parameterized, this time as functions of the true electron energy E e . The reconstruction of Q and L are assumed to be independent of one another, so f L is parameterized separately for each simulated LY while f Q is parameterized separately for each S/N. In Fig. 21 the relative improvement in resolution of the light-augmented likelihood energy (E likelihood QL ) compared to the charge-based energy (E Q ) is plotted as a function of true electron energy for each simulated LY, assuming a fixed collection plane S/N ≈ 30. Figure 22 presents the array of fitted energy resolution curves, for both E Q and E likelihood QL , for each simulated scenario. At LY = 2 pe/MeV, the addition of L has virtually no impact on the energy resolution, while at LY = 10 pe/MeV and above we find that the addition of L begins to noticeably improve the energy resolution. For example, at S/N ≈ 30 we see an improvement of +5-12% at 10 pe/MeV, increasing to +15-25% at 20 pe/MeV and to as high as +40% at 100 pe/MeV. The improvement relative to the charge-only method is more pronounced for smaller S/N.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
LArIAT has demonstrated light-augmented calorimetry for low-energy electrons in a LArTPC using a sample of Michel electrons from cosmic muons. A lightbased trigger was implemented to obtain this sample, and an automated reconstruction was carried out to determine the charge deposited and light produced by these electron-induced EM showers. A total of 25,932 goodquality Michel electron showers were successfully reconstructed in 2D using the collection plane wires for the Run IIB dataset. By incorporating information from the induction plane wires, 12,004 of those events were reconstructed in 3D as well.
For complicated multi-particle events in LArTPCs, the addition of scintillation light greatly improves the ability to measure the total visible energy. Through light, information is recovered that would otherwise be lost or distorted from reconstruction effects like the muon-electron charge overlap that affects our Michel electron sample. This improvement is reflected in the energy spectra as well as in both the RMS and the peak-fitted energy resolutions from Sec. V. These results imply that similarlycomplicated events, where the charge-energy (E Q ) would suffer from clustering or hit-finding inefficiencies, would benefit from the collection of scintillation light.
Even with a relatively simple likelihood fitter, described in Appendix B, which models Q and L as functions of the total deposited energy, the precision of calorimetric measurements is improved. A more detailed model that incorporates additional parameters, like shower location and direction, would perform even better. In principle, if the physics in a simulation is sufficiently detailed-i.e., incorporating the non-radiative quenching processes that manifest at high ionization densities as described in Sec. I-then likelihood modeling is expected to improve energy resolution for a wide variety of particle species.
Our simulation of the LArIAT detector, having been validated by comparisons to data, is used to estimate the calorimetric performance of larger underground LArTPCs like DUNE in reconstructing low-energy electrons (see Sec. VI). We find that at a minimum baseline expectation of wire S/N ≈ 10 and LY ≈ 1 pe/MeV, the collected light has negligible (if any) impact on energy resolution. However, at LY = 10 pe/MeV, ≈ 15% improvement in resolution can be achieved for these events, with ≈ 25% improvement possible at 20 pe/MeV. At S/N ≈ 30, we find more modest energy resolution improvements of ≈ 10% and ≈ 20% at 10 pe/MeV and 20 pe/MeV, respectively.
It should be mentioned that our projections of detector performance in Sec. VI are built on assumptions of a relatively uniform LY, which LArIAT achieves through use of TPB-coated foils surrounding the active volume. A less uniform LY will require greater diligence in properly modeling the variability in photon visibility across the TPC. In addition, we assume a SiPM-like SPE resolution ( 0.1 pe) and an optical reconstruction that incorporates photon-counting and more selective integration techniques instead of direct brute-force integration of optical pulses (out to 7 µs) as was done in LArIAT.
We hope these results inspire further discussion on the role light can play in LArTPC neutrino detectors.
A more holistic treatment of reconstruction, exploiting both the ionization and scintillation produced in chargedcurrent neutrino interactions, has the potential to extend the physics reach of these detectors. detector's expected performance in reconstructing these two quantities.
The likelihood of reconstructing a Michel electron event with measured Q and L, given a true deposited energy E, is given by
where f denotes the probability distribution function (PDF) for the measured charge or light. For each event we seek to find the E that maximizes L, so we perform a minimization over the negative logarithm:
F (Q, L; E) = − log L(Q, L; E) (B2) = − log f Q (Q; E) − log f L (L; E).
To determine the energy-dependent PDFs, we first use the Monte Carlo sample (with trigger efficiency cuts turned off) to assemble histogrammed distributions of reconstructed charge and light at different values of true deposited shower energy. These "slices" in energy are made at regular intervals of 5 MeV and are relatively narrow (±0.5 MeV) to minimize smearing of the distributions due to contributions from events of widely differing energies. We then find that each L distribution can be fit to a single Gaussian:
However, to fit Q, we require two Gaussians -one modeling the central "peak" and another that models the more diffuse "background" population of events: This distinct non-Gaussian distribution in charge is a result of reconstruction effects specific to the Michel electron sample such as charge overlap between the muon and electron and incomplete clustering of the Michel shower. Events with Q values that populate the central peak of these distributions are presumed to be well-reconstructed. Examples of fitted distributions at 30 MeV for both Q and L are shown in Fig.24 . The functions f * Q and f * L when normalized to unity are equivalent to the PDFs f Q (Q; E) and f L (L; E) needed to compute likelihood L. In order to extrapolate between the disparate energy bins used to make the nine fits and predict f Q and f L for all deposited energies, we model the parameters of each fit as arbitrarily-chosen functions of E over the range of relevant deposited energies (5-50 MeV).
For f * Q , neglecting the overall normalization (which will be fixed to one), we find that specific combinations of parameters can be modeled as follows:
The term A above refers to the integral of the Gaussian component, A = √ 2πN σ. Similarly for f * L , we are able to reproduce each fit completely with only two parameterizations:
These fitted parameterizations are displayed in Figs. 25 and 26. Using these, we are then able to construct the likelihood distributions of measured Q and L for events of any deposited energy.
With f Q and f L defined as the unity-normalized functions f * Q and f * L , we now have all the pieces necessary to construct the event likelihood in Eq. B1. 
